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Platform motion blur is a common problem for airborne and space-based imagers. Photographs taken by
hand or from moving vehicles in low-light conditions are also typically blurred. Correcting image motion
blur poses a formidable problem since it requires a description of the blur in the form of the point spread
function (PSF), which in general is dependent on spatial location within the image. Here we introduce a
computational imaging system that incorporates optical position sensing detectors (PSDs), a conven-
tional camera, and a method to reconstruct images degraded by spatially variant SVplatform motion
blur. A PSD tracks the movement of light distributions on its surface. It leverages more energy collection
than a single pixel since it has a larger area making it proportionally faster. This affords it high temporal
resolution as it measures the PSF at a specific location in the image field. Using multiple PSDs, a spa-
tially variant PSF is generated and used to reconstruct images. © 2012 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 110.0110, 100.0100, 110.1758.

1. Introduction

Image degradation due to platform motion blur is a
common problem for airborne and space-based ima-
gers, where object motion is often relatively negligi-
ble [1,2]. It is also a problem when using cameras in
low-light conditions [3], especially when taking pic-
tures from cell phones, moving vehicles, or point-and-
shoot cameras. Motion blur is accentuated by long
exposure times or more pronounced motion. Optical
sensors fundamentally restrict light intensity and
integration time to adhere to fundamental exposure
requirements. In general, the motion that causes
blur, and therefore the point spread function (PSF),
is unknown, and varies across the image field.

Deconvolution methods to deblur images without
being provided the PSF are called blind deconvolu-
tion methods. Deblurring images in software using
these methods [4] can reduce both spatially invariant

[5–8] and spatially variant (SV) [9–12] motion blur.
Multiple images with different exposures can be used
for this purpose, again for both space-invariant
[13,14] and space-variant blur [15]. In recent years,
many approaches were proposed that facilitate blind
deconvolution using various alternative optical de-
signs, such as coded aperture [16,17] or wavefront
coding [18]. Prototypes that linearly accelerate the
image sensors mechanically were built to success-
fully leverage one- [19] and two-dimensional [20]
parabolic coded exposures; however, they only apply
to invariant blur in predetermined directions of mo-
tion. For an introduction to the restoration of blurred
images, see [21]. For other methods in the fast
expanding field of computational photography and
light-field imaging, see survey papers [22,23].

Limitations of blind deconvolution methods can be
eliminated by measuring the PSF during image
acquisition using additional hardware. Camera
movement has been measured using accelerometers
to produce an SV PSF [24], with a disadvantage that
the resolution of the accelerometer does not scale
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with the focal length of the lens. Another solution is
to estimate the PSF using an additional low-spatial-
resolution, high-temporal-resolution video camera
[25,26]; however, this increases processing costs aris-
ing from the need to compute a PSF estimate from
the video data. The approach proposed in this paper
uses alternative hardware to achieve the same goals.

Platform motion blur varies across the image field
in a structured fashion, constrained by only six
degrees of freedom corresponding to translation and
rotation of the camera. This structured nature of
platformmotion blurmakes it sufficient to detect mo-
tion from the image itself at a few locations in order
to generate an SV PSF. A position sensing detector
(PSD) placed in the image field for this purpose can
maintain high motion-tracking accuracy provided a
bright feature on a dark background remains inci-
dent on its surface. Simulation and testing of the
PSDmotivated the construction of a prototype, Fig. 1,
which simultaneously acquires images while track-
ing motion at specific image locations using a PSD
array. These image-motion measurements are used
to form an SV PSF fromwhich to significantly restore
blurred images. By leveraging its larger photon-
energy collection area, the PSD far exceeds the tem-
poral resolution of image sensors, allowing for the
fast collection of image-motion information. Since
the PSD in the prototype acts on the image itself,
its resolution is independent of the object distance.

2. Measuring Image Motion Using PSDs

A lateral-effect PSD is essentially a single photo-
diode capable of tracking intensity centroid motion
using the lateral photoeffect [27–29]. Light incident
on the PSD generates a photocurrent (shown in
green) that flows across the uniformly resistive sen-
sor surface (Fig. 2). The amount of current that is
drawn from each bottom electrode (blue) or that flows
to each top electrode (red) is inversely proportional to
the distance between the incident light and the par-
ticular electrode. The �X;Y� position of a spot of light
on the sensor surface is given by Eq. (1), where L is
the distance between input or output electrodes and
ii are the currents at the respective electrodes. A PSD
position output value of zero volts references to the
sensor center and can be calibrated using manufac-
turer circuitry. For more complex light projections
incident on the sensor surface, the lateral effect acts
on the superposition of the points that make up the

projection. This results in the device tracking the
centroid of the illumination. The sensors also provide
an S intensity (2) output, which is proportional to the
net optical intensity at the sensor’s surface. Tracking
is not possible once the feature moves off a detection
region. This event is revealed by the PSD outputs as
a position reaching the sensor edge or as a change in
intensity. A pathological case, which was simulated
but does not appear in our experiments, occurs when
one bright feature moves on the sensor while another
moves off. This produces a position-tracking error
value whose magnitude can be twice the size of the
sensor; unfortunately, the PSD outputs would not in-
dicate invalid data for this situation. We address this
issue in Section 8.

XPSD � i1 − i2
i1 � i2

L
2

YPSD � i3 − i4
i3 � i4

L
2
; (1)

SPSD � i1 � i2 � i3 � i4: (2)

The commercially available lateral-effect PSD mod-
ules used in our experiments were made by the
On-Trak Photonics Corporation (module part num-
ber PSM2-4), which contains a Sitek Electro Optics
PSD (part number 2L4SP). Each PSD has an active
area of 16 mm2, which corresponds to an area of
more than 200,000 pixels in the image sensor. This
affords the sensor more energy to make tracking pro-
portionally faster. The lateral-effect PSD linearity,
sensitivity [30], and transfer function [31] have been
characterized. Its electronic and mechanical beha-
vior and its application to spectroscopic optical
systems [32] as well as tracking and displacement
sensing [33] has been studied in depth. Specifications
of the experimental lateral-effect PSDs are given in
Table 1 and were verified by themanufacturer and as
well as experimentally. It is possible for custom PSDs
to be tailored to operate with high sensitivity or out-
side the visible band.

3. PSD Image Motion-Tracking Simulation

We modeled lateral-effect PSD behavior as images
move across its surface in order to find how well it
can measure the PSF. We used the definition of cen-
troid position �Xcentroid; Ycentroid� given by Eq. (3) to
find the true centroid of images prior to simulated
motion. Then this fixed centroid underwent the
same SV movement as the images. This served as
a benchmark for accurate centroid tracking. The

Fig. 1. (Color online) Platform motion deblur system schematic.
A lens and beam splitter form identical image planes for the image
sensor and PSD array to provide data for image restoration.

Fig. 2. (Color online) Lateral photoeffect of a PSD. Differential
currents from input (blue) and output (red) electrodes produce
sum (2) and position (1) data.
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total intensity (Scentroid) is given by Eq. (4). Here
I�X;Y� is the optical intensity distribution at the
sensor surface:

Xcentroid �
R
XI�X;Y�dXdYR
I�X;Y�dXdY

;

Ycentroid �
R
YI�X;Y�dXdYR
I�X;Y�dXdY

; (3)

Scentroid �
Z

I�X;Y�dXdY: (4)

In simulation, we then created frame-by-frame mo-
tion of the images using a known rotation and trans-
lation trajectory. A highly localized image [Fig. 3(a)]
was blurred in simulation using SV movement. A
video depicting the motion blur was used to calculate
tracking error by comparing accurate motion [Eq. (3)]
with a PSD-tracking model [Eq. (1)]. Gaussian noise
with a positive mean value representing background
illumination was included in the input images.
Images used in simulation are shown in Figs. 3(b)
and 3(c) with and without noise, respectively. In this
way we quantified how well the PSD tracks images
under varying levels of background illumination. The
simulation showed that localized features on a dark
background are easily tracked with subpixel error.
The plot in Fig. 4 shows that tracking worsens
for images as background illumination increases,
since the optical energy distribution is less localized.
As expected, this effect culminated in the PSDs’
complete inability to track the position of scenes

dominated by background. It is important to note
that the PSD motion estimate of the centroid is
skewed toward the sensor’s center as ambient light
increases (Fig. 5). This behavior follows from the cen-
troid definition (3) since the PSD tracks the intensity
centroid at the sensor’s surface. These simulations
were confirmed experimentally by projecting videos
onto the PSD in a lab setting.

4. Generating a Spatially Variant PSF Using PSDs

The motion-blurred image z can be modeled by the
linear operation

z�x; y� � �Hu��x; y� �
Z

u�s; t�h�x − s; y − t; s; t�dsdt;

(5)

where u is the unblurred image scene and h is the SV
PSF. We can think of this operation as a convolution
with a PSF that varies depending on pixel location
�x; y� within the image. We denote the operation (5)
in short form asHu. Note that the PSF is a more gen-
eral construct that can also represent other complex
image degradations that depend on spatial or tem-
poral coordinates, such as motion blur, lens distor-
tions, out-of-focus blur, and atmospheric blur.

In the previous sections, we explained how the
PSD can be used to estimate local image motion.

Table 1. On-Trak PSD (PSM2-4) Specifications

Parameter Specification

Sampling rate 15 kHz
Position accuracy 100–200 nm
Position linearity 99.7%
Size 4 mm× 4 mm
Spectral response 400–110 nm
Required incident light 2.5 μW − 2.5 mW
Position output −10 V–10 V
Sum output 0–6 V
Valid sum output 1–6 V

Fig. 3. Scenes input into PSD image motion-tracking simulation
to characterize the effects of background illumination. (a) Ground-
truth input image. (b) SV blurred image. (c) SV blurred image with
Gaussian noise (σ � 0.1) with a positive mean value representing
background illumination (5% of the maximum brightness).

Fig. 4. (Color online) Simulation results: plot of PSD tracking er-
ror for various levels of background illumination showing the sen-
sor is only capable of tracking image features much brighter than
the background. Percentages represent the ratio between the
brightness of the background and that of the tracked spots.

Fig. 5. PSD centroid tracking of identical image movement is
skewed toward the sensor’s center as background illumination in-
creases. (a) Motion estimate from Fig. 3(b) with no background il-
lumination and (b) from Fig. 3(c) with background illumination at
5% of the tracked spots.
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The PSD output voltage signal represents the point
location of the centroid of optical intensity at one in-
stant in time. We can rapidly track these elementary
shifts in time to get the PSF. This is valid for the pixel
whose location in the image plane coincides with the
PSD. In our experiments, we used three PSDs to give
us the PSF for three different image coordinates.
However, to be able to apply our model (5), we need
to know the PSF h everywhere, for an arbitrary pixel
coordinate.

Fortunately, there are sufficiently precise simplifi-
cations that allow PSDmeasurements to estimate an
SV PSF for platform motion blur in most practical
situations. One approach would be to consider only
camera rotation, which was shown to be a good ap-
proximation for pictures taken by hand [10,12,24,34].
In this case, the PSF does not depend on the depth
map and we can recover the change of the camera
orientation from the motion of only two points [35].
Information frommore than two PSDs can be used to
make the estimate more robust.

In our experiments, we adopt an alternate ap-
proach, which assumes that the image motion within
one elementary step can be modeled by the affine
transform

�
x0

y0

�
�

�
a�t� b�t�
d�t� e�t�

��
x
y

�
�

�
c�t�
f �t�

�
: (6)

Motion blur depends on the spatial location �x; y�
within the image as well as on time t. Rotation, scale,
and shear manifest themselves in the coefficients a,
b, d, and e, while translation is manifested in the c
and f coefficients. The use of the affine transform
can be justified by the fact that it includes as a subset
in-plane translation (translation in x- and y-axes)
and rotation about the optical axis, which is appro-
priate for many real scenes [11]. Computation can
be made more robust by enforcing the transform to
be rigid using singular value decomposition [36].

Coefficients of the transform, for each elementary
time step t, are calculated using multiple regression
solved by the method of least squares. This calcula-
tion is based on consecutive (in time) voltage infor-
mation �Vx�t�; Vy�t�� (Fig. 6) from PSDs placed in
known locations within the image plane. At one in-
stance, we collect two position voltage samples �X;Y�
from each of the three PSDs. Each sample pair of
consecutive PSD voltage data is mapped into pixel
space to create its corresponding pixel information
�Px�t�; Py�t��; see Appendix A. Each sample pair of
consecutive PSD voltage data is used to fit the affine
model (6) forming a set of affine-model solutions, one
for each sample pair of consecutive data. Each solu-
tion describes the motion that occurred from one
time step to the next. These affine models are in turn
is used to generate the SV PSF (Fig. 7). The genera-
tion of the SV PSF is recursive in that as it is gener-
ated from the affine model, the current solution in
time depends on the affine model of the previous time
step. Three PSDs are sufficient for an unambiguous

estimate of transform coefficients. Our prototype
system operated in the low-noise regime since the
energy collection area of the PSD was large and illu-
mination for tracking was ideal in our experimental
setup; see Section 6. For this reason, we did not in-
clude a noise model in our coefficient estimation task.

5. System Prototype Design

The design space requires the imager and PSDs be
in the same image plane, Fig. 1. It requires a long
back focal distance lens in order for the beam splitter
to occupy part of the optical path. Commercial cam-
eras don’t meet this requirement without modifica-
tion and therefore we chose to build a system that
uses two lenses that have long back focal distances.
Similarly, two-dimensional closely tiled PSD arrays
are not commercially available, so we met system
requirements using three discrete PSDs.

We introduce a custom cube assembly fabricated to
house the beam splitter, image sensor, and PSDs
(Fig. 8). Two identical lenses are used to form

Fig. 6. PSD data at specific locations in the image field after
calibration (Appendix A). These local PSF measurements are used
to construct an SV PSF. Their relative location is given in Figs. 9
and 10.

Fig. 7. (Color online) PSF specific to pixel (x, y) is recursively gen-
erated using affine model coefficients a�t� − f �t� as the elementary
time step t is integrated over the sampling time.
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identical image planes. A motion stage creates repro-
ducible motion. A custom plate mount holding the
PSDs is supported by an adjustable sliding-rod con-
figuration that allows for focusing of the PSDs. The
computer-controlled system simultaneously triggers
the motion stage, imaging camera, and PSD voltage
acquisition, enabling the collection of blurry images
and PSD data. Input parameters include aperture,
ISO and exposure time for the camera, sampling
rate, and number of samples for the PSD array and
position, velocity, and acceleration for the motion
stages. Misalignment due to the physical mounting
of the PSDs to the plate is accounted for in the
calibration method (Appendix A).

6. Experimental Setup

The laboratory experiments we conducted involve a
starfield and a color image scene, Figs. 9 and 10. The
images exhibit significant SV motion blur that ex-
ceeds 100 pixels at some image locations (Fig. 9).
Both figures show the region of the scene that is to be
restored; it is depicted enclosed in a red dashed line.
The starfield scene is made up of dimly lit LEDs, ran-
domly located within this region. Both scenes contain
three bright LED sources focused onto the region of
the image field where the PSDs are located. In this
way we provide the PSDs’ localized features with re-
latively little background illumination for tracking

purposes. The physical scale and location of the PSDs
in relation to a commercial full frame image sensor in
our experiments are shown superimposed (in cyan)
in Figs. 9 and 10. For all experiments performed,
30,000 sample voltage pairs �X;Y� are taken from
each PSD during the 2 s acquisition of a single image.
Overlaying the blurred image in Fig. 9 is the SV PSF
(yellow lines) describing the calculated motion blur.
Similarly, Fig. 10 has superimposed green lines that
describe the calculated SV PSF. Both figures show
that the SV PSF is consistent with the image blur.

7. Image Deblurring: Prototype Results

As soon as we have a reliable estimate of the SV PSF,
we can deblur the image using one of many known
image-restoration algorithms. The modern theory
of image restoration is based on Bayesian statistics
and algorithms usually seek the maximally probable
solution, which is equivalently formulated as a mini-
mization of certain functionals. We used a de facto
standard solution, which can be expressed as the
minimum

min
u

�
1
2
‖z −Hu‖2 � λ

Z
j∇ujdxdy

�
; �7�

Fig. 8. (Color online) Photo of the imaging, position-sensing,
motion-actuated system.

Fig. 9. (Color online) Experimentally blurred color image. Magnified sections of the image confirm SV blur. The calculated SV PSF is
shown superimposed (yellow lines) and is consistent with the image motion blur. The PSDs’ relative locations are shown in cyan. The
portion of the image that is to be deblurred is enclosed in red.

Fig. 10. (Color online) Experimentally blurred starfield image
(contrast reversed). The calculated SV PSF is shown superimposed
in green and is consistent with the SV image motion blur. The
PSDs’ relative locations are shown in cyan. The portion of the
image that is to be deblurred is enclosed in red.
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where z is the blurred observed image, H is the SV
PSF, u is the unknown sharp image, and λ is a posi-
tive regularization constant, usually set empirically.
The left term penalizes discrepancy between model
and measurements, and the right term is a so-called
regularization term, which serves in the Bayesian
framework as a statistical prior. In our case we uti-
lize total variation, a regularization technique that
exploits the sparsity of image gradients in natural
images. Minimizing the convex functional (7) is

now considered a standard way to achieve close to
state-of-the-art quality of restoration without exces-
sive time requirements [4]. There are a number of
methods to minimize the functional, many of them
mathematically quite involved. We refer interested
readers to a report that summarizes most of the lat-
est developments [37]. We used an efficient method
[38] solving Eq. (7) iteratively as a sequence of quad-
ratic functionals,

ui�1�argmin
u

�
1
2
‖z−Hu‖2�λ

Z j∇uj2
2j∇uij

�j∇uij
2

dxdy
�
:

(8)

Functional (8) bounds the original function (7) from
above and has the same value and gradient in the
current estimate ui, which leads to provable conver-
gence to the global minimum of Eq. (7). To solve
Eq. (8), we used the conjugate gradient method [39].
For details, see Section 3 in [38]. The description is
relatively accessible as this method does not use
more complex results from convex analysis, such
as Fenchel’s duality and Moreau’s theorem, which
are necessary in primal dual methods [37]. One ex-
ample result of the procedure (8) can be seen in
Fig. 12(c).

Fig. 11. (Color online) Pixel-by-pixel deconvolution. A PSF is
generated for the blurred pixel of interest (green). A section in
the neighborhood of the pixel is deblurred using the PSF. Only
the center pixel (yellow) of the deblurred section is used in the final
reconstruction.

Fig. 12. (Color online) Region enclosed in red of the blurred image in Fig. 9 is deblurred using (c) bilinearly interpolated total variation
regularization, (d) pixel-by-pixel Lucy–Richardson techniques, and (e) bilinearly interpolated Lucy–Richardson. Magnified sections of the
images are also shown. (a) A ground-truth image is shown for comparison.
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The main problem of any algorithm working in our
scenario with the SV PSF (5) directly is that its
computation is very time consuming and takes a lot
of memory. To get an idea, consider our example; a
0.25 megapixel image in our example, 2 s exposure
time with the PSD sampling at 15 kHz. Generation
of the PSF at each and every pixel requires us to fit
an affine or rigid transform 7.5 × 109 times. Each
model fit is a nontrivial operation in itself that in-
volves inversion of a smallmatrix or an singular value
decomposition. If the size of the PSF is about 25 × 25
pixels and it is stored in 4-byte floating-point format,
the PSF requires 25 × 25 × 4 × 250000 � 625 MB.
Even if it is stored in a sparse form, it takes at least
60MB ofmemory. Common present-day cameras pro-
duce 10–20 MP images, which gives us 40–80 times
larger figures.

To make the problem tractable, we used bilinear
interpolation to both save memory and speedup com-
putation of the PSF [40]. This idea was used in prac-
tical deblurring algorithms [10,15,41] and recently
for superresolution in [42]. The interpolation relies
on the fact that blur is caused by camera motion
where the PSF changes very slowly with position in
the field of view. The PSFs are computed only on a
regular grid of positions and the values of the PSF
at intermediate positions are estimated with reason-
able precision by bilinear interpolation of four adja-
cent known PSFs [40]. In our example in Fig. 12(c),
we considered 15 × 15 � 225 positions and so we
computed this number of PSFs. This number was
chosen so that using more positions did not improve
the quality of restoration significantly. Indexing any
four adjacent grid points as i � 1…4 (starting in the
top-left corner and going clockwise), the SV PSF in
the rectangle among them is defined as

h�s; t; x; y� �
X4
i�1

αi�x; y�hi�s; t�; (9)

where αi are the coefficients of bilinear interpolation.
Let us denote x1 and x2 minimum and maximum
x-coordinates of the rectangle, respectively, and
analogously y1 and y2 in the y-coordinates. Using
auxiliary quantities

tx �
x − x1
x2 − x1

ty �
y − y1
y2 − y1

; (10)

the bilinear coefficients are

α1 � �1 − ty��1 − tx�
α2 � �1 − ty�tx
α3 � ty�1 − tx�
α4 � tytx: (11)

Space-variant convolution can be then computed
as a sum of four convolutions of the image weighted
by coefficients αi�x; y�

�Hu��x; y� �
Z

u�s; t�h�x − s; y − t; s; t�dsdt (12)

�
Z

u�s; t�
X4
i�1

αi�s; t�hi�x − s; y − t�dsdt (13)

�
X4
i�1

Z
�αi�s; t�u�s; t��hi�x − s; y − t�dsdt (14)

�
"X4

i�1

�αiu� � hi

#
�x; y�: (15)

All first-order minimization algorithms also need the
operator adjoint to H (space-variant counterpart of
correlation)

�H�u��x; y� �
Z

u�s; t�h�s − x; t − y; x; y�dsdt (16)

�
Z
u�s;t�

X4
i�1

αi�x;y�hi�s−x;t−y�dsdt (17)

�
X4
i�1

αi�x;y�
Z
u�s;t�hi�s−x;t−y�dsdt (18)

�
X4
i�1

αi�x; y��u⊛hi��x; y�: (19)

In the method described above, the adjoint operator
is used in the conjugate gradient method in the
gradient of data term �∂ ∕∂u��1 ∕2�‖z −Hu‖2 �
H��Hu − z�. Using the operators H and H�, in forms
(15) and (19), for large PSFs can be sped up signifi-
cantly by computing convolutions and correlations
using the fast Fourier transform.

Consider the huge savings we achieved in both
time and memory. Memory consumption is now just
4 × 25 × 25 × 225 ≈ 560 kB. While the PSF computa-
tion for all pixels took around 12 h, now it is slightly
more than 2 min, more than 250 times less time (all
algorithms implemented in MATLAB running on an
ordinary personal computer).

We finish this section with a few remarks on the
Lucy–Richardson algorithm [43–45], which is a well
known iterative procedure that can be described as

ui�1 � uiH�
�

z
Hu

�
: (20)

Because of its simplicity of implementation and
speed, it is still occasionally in use for rapid prototyp-
ing or for extremely large data in general. Even in
this project, we used it initially to prove the concept
of the proposed system. It can be applied in several
ways. First, pixel by pixel in its space-invariant ver-
sion where each pixel value of the restored image is
acquired by deconvolving in its square neighborhood
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and taking the central value (Fig. 11). Second, in the
space-variant version, as proposed initially in [45]
with PSF computed in each pixel, and finally using
the bilinear interpolation as we did in the total-varia-
tion approach above. In the first two cases, the compu-
tation of the PSF totally dominates (above-mentioned
10 h); the third case is fast, even faster than the total
variation approach with bilinear interpolation.

Figures 12(d) and 12(e) show the Lucy–Richardson
approach in its two forms, in comparison with the
total variation reconstruction in Fig. 12(c). We can
see that the pixel-by-pixel Lucy–Richardson algo-
rithm gives slightly better results than with the
bilinear interpolation at the expense of computation
time. The main reason is not interpolation but that it
better suppresses boundary artifacts. The result of
the total variation deblurring contains much fewer
artifacts than both versions of the Lucy–Richardson
algorithm. To better see the differences, readers are
encouraged to zoom the results in the electronic ver-
sion of this article. One important property of regu-
larization is that it partially suppresses artifacts
caused by an imprecise PSF. The Lucy–Richardson
algorithm, on the other hand, produces many arti-
facts even for an ideal PSFand ideal photon noise for
which it was derived. One reason is that it converges
to the maximum-likelihood estimate from only one
observation, which is known make the algorithm
highly unstable. Table 2 summarizes the algorithms
in terms of speed, memory consumption, and recon-
struction quality measured by the root-mean-square
error with respect to a ground truth taken from a

motionless camera. Notice that the difference be-
tween the total variation deblurring and pixel-
by-pixel Lucy–Richardson does not seem so large
in terms of mean-square error, but the visual differ-
ence is well noticeable. The reason is that visual
perception cannot be expressed in such simple form.
Alternatives for measuring image quality can be
found in [46] and the references therein. An addi-
tional example of pixel-by-pixel Lucy–Richardson
image reconstruction is provided in Fig. 13(c). This
shows that in the simpler case of starfield images
the algorithm works very well.

8. Future Directions

Although detecting compromised data using PSDs is
not guaranteed, a PSD array could increase the prob-
ability of capturing valid data. A PSD array is not a
new idea [47,48], but here we propose forming PSD
aggregate groups to improve tracking capabilities.
We did not explore this experimentally and would
also require a custom fabricated device, which, to the
best of our knowledge, has yet to made. A PSD array
schematic is shown in Fig. 14(a), where valid and in-
valid tracking of bright features is denoted by green
and red arrows, respectively. Motion tracking of im-
age features whose trajectory produces any invalid
data is undesirable. Invalid data could be monitored
and used to trigger a camera shutter in order to pre-
vent excessive blur. Invalid data from individual sen-
sors may be recovered by joining adjacent PSDs in
the array using Eq. (21) as shown in Fig. 14(b). Here
�Xaggregate; Yaggregate� denotes the centroid location

Table 2. Time and Memory Requirements of the Described Algorithms Used in Fig. 12

PSF Estimate Deblur Algorithm Speed Memory RMSE

Blurred image 0.109
Pixel by pixel Lucy–Richardson 12 h 625 MB 0.055
Bilinear interpolation Lucy–Richardson 15 s 560 kB 0.082
Bilinear interpolation Total variation 140 s 560 kB 0.044

Fig. 13. (Color online) Region of Fig. 10 enclosed in red is deblurred using a pixel-by-pixel method with the iterative spatially invariant
Lucy–Richardson algorithm. The (a) ground-truth, (b) blurred, and (c) five-iteration reconstructed images are shown for comparison along
with magnified sections of the images. Superimposed green lines in (b) show calculated SV PSF.
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over the closely tiled PSD aggregate array.
�XPSD; YPSD� is defined in Eq. (1) and is the centroid
position output of a single PSD in the array. SPSD is
defined in Eq. (2). L is the distance between electro-
des in a single PSD, �u; v� denote the index of PSDs in
the array. The pairs fl;mg and fo; pg index the begin-
ning and ending of the sensor group in the x- and
y- directions, respectively; see Fig. 14(a). Piecewise
concatenation of the position signal can be used when
l � m or o � p. As opposed to the discrete PSDs avail-
able for the experimental demonstration, an aggre-
gate group requires a two-dimensional array of
closely tiled PSDs to create a contiguous measure-
ment space.

Xaggregate �
Pm

u�l

Pp
v�o ��L�u − 1� � XPSD�u; v��SPSD�u; v��Pm

u�l

Pp
v�o SPSD�u; v�

;

Yaggregate �
Pm

u�l

Pp
v�o ��L�v − 1� � YPSD�u; v��SPSD�u; v��P

m
u�l

Pp
v�o SPSD�u; v�

(21)

Compensation of background illumination to re-
cover accurate PSFestimates could be made by using
image data in the regionswhere thePSDs are located.
This could be computationally expensive because it
requires adaptive signal thresholding in order to es-
timatebackground-intensity levels. The reasonarises
from the fact that it is difficult to discern the moving
signal from background illumination. Overcoming
the need for negligible background illumination
may be achieved through the use of gradient centroid
sensors, whichwould operate independent of ambient
background light.

Finally, a radial distortion model to compensate for
the radial pincushion or barrel distortions can be

included along with the affine model. While it is in
principle possible to fit a distortion model directly
to PSD data, it would require an excessive number
PSDs in the measurement space to sufficiently con-
strain this higher-order model. A better option is to
measure distortions in advance (pp. 189–193 in [35]).

9. Conclusion

We introduced a proof-of-concept imaging system
prototype and method to significantly reconstruct
images degraded by SV motion blur. The system ex-
ploits the large energy collection area of the PSDs to
make fast analog centroid position measurements.
Data from a few PSDs at known locations in the

image field is mapped into pixel space and then used
to fit an affinemodel valid for platformmotion. Using
the information from the model, we recursively gen-
erate an SV PSF for any pixel in the image enabling
us to deblur images using a pixel-by-pixel deconvolu-
tion. We also show an alternate approach that uses a
bilinearly interpolated PSF in conjunction with total
variation to improve restoration quality and speed
up computation.

The image sensor and PSD array both operate di-
rectly on the image itself, making the system resolu-
tion independent of object distance. The system
hardware and algorithm functionality can be incor-
porated into the form factor of modern cameras and
serves as a new direction in computational imaging.
The PSDs limit the system to certain low back-
ground-illumination applications, such as for star
imagers, where bright features of specific size and
distribution appear on a dark background. Although
not explored experimentally, we suggest as a possible
direction of future research to overcome the low
background-illumination requirement through the
use of closely tiled PSD arrays along with grouping
algorithms. As an alternative way to resolve this
limitation, we propose the use of a not-commer-
cially-available gradient centroid sensor. Our discus-
sion of possible avenues to mitigate limitations of the
system also merited the inclusion of spherical lens
distortion models along with the affine model to
extend system functionality.

Appendix A: Calibration—Mapping of Voltage to Pixels

To calibrate the PSD module, data is taken from the
system in the absence of motion with an LED focused

Fig. 14. (Color online) PSD can track the moving centroid of fea-
tures that remains on the sensor under low background illumina-
tion. They provide position (1) and intensity (2) outputs, which can
reveal invalid data. (a) A PSD array provides SV information and
increases probability of valid data (green) capture. (b) Invalid data
(red) can be recovered by aggregating closely tiled PSDs using
Eq. (21) to form a sensor group.
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on the PSD and imager. The PSD voltage output and
the acquired image pixel information correspond to
the centroid of the LED in the scene. In this way
PSD voltages are paired up with image pixel data
[Fig. A1]. This is done at two image locations. The
voltages and pixel values are used to create the vec-
tors, shown schematically in Fig. 15(b). These vectors
are not necessarily collinear due to misalignment
during the mounting of the sensors. The magnitudes
of the two vectors and the angle between them are
used to serve as calibration parameters, which are
valid across the image plane:

�
Px

Py

�
� jPj

jV j

�
cos θ − sin θ
sin θ cos θ

��
Vx

Vy

�
: (A1)
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